Specialist for
FOrst Beet ROden

FOBRO Rotary-Cultivation - Bed-Former

In 1967, Bärtschi-FOBRO
invented the TORONADO
rotary harrow.
This experience, the practical
knowledge and the known
advantages of rotary harrows
together with .....

...... the Standard vegetable
cultivation machine which
has been manufactured and
which has been marked by
continued success since
1984, the FOBRO Kulti-Rotor
BedFormer has resulted in
the new…

...... FOBRO rotary-cultivation
Bed-Former harrow. This
combination unites the advantages
of rotary harrows
and those of conventional
Bed-Formers. The soil is processed
from the side (horizontally)
and not from top to
bottom (vertically) and the
moisture remains at the bottom.

Levelling-cutting roller
The reverse-turning levelling-cutting roller leaves behind a perfect surface on the
patch. Level, finely crumbed, uniformly back-consolidated. Ideal for sowing or
planting. The levelling-blade roller is height-adjustable to allow the rotary harrow to
be guided horizontally. This permits various working depths of the rotary harrow,
i.e., the rotary harrow can be set independently of the levelling-blade roller
Rotary harrow
The horizontally operating rotary harrow levels off irregularities at the side. Soil
layers are not mixed (are mixed less). This is frequently an advantage in the case of
wet conditions in the spring. The moisture is not turned to the surface.
Depth regulation
The working depth is set via the rear support wheels and the upper link.
The generously dimensioned wheels which are also laterally adjustable make it possible
to press against the plot flanks at the same time if so required.

Option:
- Bed rollers of various versions
- Feeding discs
- Front support wheels
- Attachments of all kinds

Technical data FOBRO Rotary-Cultivation Bed-Former
Typ
KK 1400
KK 1700
KK 1900
KK 2100
Bed width (theoretical)
140cm
170cm
190cm
210cm
Power requirement HP
70
90
100cm
120cm
Tractor track
Ca. 150cm
Ca. 180cm
Ca. 200cm
Ca. 220
Vitesse de l’arbre de
540U/min
540U/min
540U/min
540U/min
Other widths up to 3,0m and hinged or rigid multiple versions on request.
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